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Abstract. In the health domain, the field of rehabilitation suffers from
a lack specialized staff while hospital costs only increase. Worse, almost
no tools are dedicated to motivate patients or help the personnel to
carry out monitoring of therapeutic exercises. This paper demonstrates
the high potential that can bring the virtual reality with a platform of
serious games for the rehabilitation of the legs involving a head-mounted
display and haptic robot devices. We first introduce SG principles, nowadays rehabilitation context, and an original applied haptic device called
Lambda Health System. The architecture of the model is then detailed,
including communication specifications showing that lag is imperceptible for user. Finally, to improve this prototype, four serious games for
rehabilitation using haptic robots and/or HMD were tested by 33 health
specialists.
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1

Introduction

This paper presents a project entitled “SG4R” standing for Serious Games for
Rehabilitation and recent user-tests (see Figure 1) relative to Virtual Reality
(VR) domain applied to health and specialized to lower limbs rehabilitation.
Considering the technical needs outlined by Mo et al. [MJA14], after introducing
the literature Serious Games (SGs) the following paragraph details the medical
context and needs for VR applications based on SGs. The rest of the introduction
briefly describes original ingredients of our proposal: mixed SGs including haptic
robot and HMD which brings up the issue of organization in this strongly interdisciplinary consortium. After illustrating the general methodology pipeline, the
next section details the material and methods architecture of the model from
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Screen displaying the stereoscopic view for the HMD
Head-mounted display (HMD)

Double haptic robot

Six axes sensors

Fig. 1. Test of the serious games using the virtual reality devices, HMD and haptic
robots (Lambda Health System). Notice that the screen displays what the 3D screen is
rendering at the Occulus Rift level (i.e. HMD).

force sensors to head-mounted displays (HMD, Occulus Rift 4) via a user interface, and a SGs control platform. That section also introduce the mechanic
principles as well as a summary of the communication protocol allowing no perceivable lag from user point of view (see Section 3.1).
1.1

Serious Games

This section introduces general concepts relative to SGs: definition and literature related to VR devices (HMD or haptic) and health-care. In 2005, Rizzo
et al. [RMJ+ 05] developed a virtual therapeutic environment for post-stroke
recovery that includes different levels of haptic sensory feedback and to evaluate the effectiveness of these applications for neurorehabilitation training. This
was not a SG, but only a virtual environment (VE) –i.e. no scoring or fun attributes. Nevertheless it involved haptic in a context of rehabilitation. From that
context they also showed the need of a multidisciplinary consortium: Communication, Cell Neurobiology, Computer Science, Psychology, and Physical Therapy.
In 2010, Sabri et al. [SCK+ 10] proposed a SG for training replacing of the knee
allowing residents to focus on and develop an understanding of the procedure
itself i.e. steps and the required tools. Recently, Hanning et al. [HLS+ 13] proposed a project called “Skills-O-Mat” as an interactive serious game for training
rhythmic and period motor skills that supports dental students being trained
in alginate mixing in a blended learning course. Similar to our proposal, their
model was tested among a population. Rodriguez et al. proposed this year
(2015) [RRDV+ 15] an original SG to study emotional regulation in adolescents.
Their interesting approach based on a simple game was very serious as it can
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help resolving psychosocial and behavioral issues that this fragile segment of
the population often encounters. Directly linked to SG, health and haptic, last
year, Tommaso De Paolis et al. [TDPRG14] presented the development of a
serious game for training on suturing in laparoscopic surgery that focused on
the physical modeling of the VE using two Novint Falcon haptic devices, but
the potential immersion of an HMD. Even if the above literature depicts only
the tip of the iceberg of the large domain of SG, we believe our approach to be
relatively original since there is not many works relative to SGs with haptic and
HMD for rehabilitation.
1.2

SG and VR for Rehabilitation interventions

General medical context Worldwide neurological disorders such as stroke,
brain injury and spinal cord injury, are important sources of motor disability
and loss of quality of life [BW05], [NLCZ+ ]. Stroke is by far the most frequent
disabling condition in this field. Over the coming years the countries in the
industrialized world will continue to experience an increase of the prevalence of
motor disability related to the nervous system. The incidence of stroke increases
with age [BW05] and the proportion of elderly people in these countries will
increase markedly. Improved lifesaving procedures and treatments also increase
the number of survivors of previously fatal health conditions at the price of
disability.
Such disabilities can be reduced by appropriate rehabilitation interventions
[LCP09]. To cover the increasing demand for rehabilitation and limit the costs
associated, it becomes increasingly important to develop efficient and cost effective approaches to restore and maintain motor function. In most of the cases,
the patients with motor disabilities need more than just retrain muscle force
and endurance. They have to relearn the lost motor skills with appropriate task
oriented therapeutic exercises. To be effective these motor relearning approaches
require the impaired motor tasks to be retrained very precisely and with a high
number of repetitions [BWFB03], [WWM+ 06], [LCP09]. In a hospital environment such repetitive task oriented training sessions can become very tedious
and patients might get rapidly disinterested in exercising [Dob05]. Decreased
tolerance or motivation to exercise often lead to intentionally or unintentionally hampered execution of the suitable exercises or even opposition to carry
them out [LCS+ 11]. In addition most of the brain lesions are also associated
with cognitive impairments. These patients often have difficulties to maintain
their attention and to concentrate on monotonous exercises. Frequently they
are very fatigable mentally and physically.These shortcomings put them at risk
to under-perform during repetitive task oriented training and get reduced or
delayed results.
Added value of SGs for motor rehabilitation SGs allow transforming
a tedious, repetitive exercise carried out in the real world into a pleasant and
motivating activity in a game or a virtual world (VW). To keep the motivation
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of a patient high the game or the VE should be chosen preferably within one of
his domain of interest. While carrying out in the real world the exercises needed
for his functional recovery, the patient draws his motivation and pleasure from
a transformed projection of his activity into a game or a VW. Therefore SGs
or VR are expected to increase the efficiency of the rehabilitation process, the
motivation of the patients to perform the rehabilitation exercises as well as their
adherence to the treatment.
SGs platforms allow also collecting data about the way the patient works
out. The information collected can be integrated in an appropriate way into the
game or the VW. The information returned to patient during the rehabilitation
intervention can take the form of an immediate feedback or of a virtual system
rewarding the workload carried out or the results achieved. Doctors and therapist
can use these data to check the patient’s daily performance, pilot and document
the rehabilitation process and appraise progress. The collected data can also be
used to guide home based rehabilitation interventions and devices through online
connection within so called “tele-rehabilitation” programs [BB14].
Perspectives for using SG and VR to treat cognitive dysfunction As
mentioned above, most patients with brain lesions also present neuropsychological dysfunction. SGs or VR platforms allow either to create specific training
programs for tackling such impairments or to add appropriate cognitive tasks
or exercises to games conceived for the rehabilitation of motor tasks. The current clinical observation is that the addition of motor activities to cognitive
exercises enhances the patients arousal and increases his capacity to train cognitive tasks [RL11]. SGs in a VR also allow simplifying the VE so as to reduce
distraction during exercises in patients with a reduced ability to concentrate.
Mirror neurons and motor rehabilitation The recent discovery of mirrorneurons adds another dimension to the use of SGs or VR. The mirror neurons
related to a specific task are activated either if the person observes the task or
if the person performs the task [RC04], [RFDC09]. The activation of the mirror neuron system by observation enhances motor learning [IWB+ 99], [SCD+ 05],
[MG05], and [SF12]. If the task to be trained is integrated visually into a game or
a VR scenario driven by an exercise for the same task, the resulting learning effect
on the motor skill is expected to be superior [MG05], [SCD+ 05], and [SCCC08].
This opens a large spectrum of possibilities to assist motor relearning in neurological patients and enhance functional recovery.
1.3

Haptic device

Haptic is a term derived from the Greek verb “haptesthai” which means “to
touch” [AEI+ 08]. A haptic device is a technology which enables interaction between a person and a machine through touch. Thus, the user’s movements could
especially define fully or partially the machine behavior and this one could, simultaneously, return a tactile feedback by forces or motion to the users according
to the interaction rules defined in the virtual environment [HACH+ 04].
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In this study, we use the haptic interaction for giving a force feedback to the
lower limbs and also as a remote control for the serious games.
Designing an haptic interface that faithfully reproduces the haptic phenomena requires a specific design approach. The system has to be mechanically
reversible or controllable in active compliant mode [HSV+ 09]. To achieve this,
the most direct mechanical transmission and low inertia parts should be favored.
The measurement of the interaction between the machine and the user can be
done with a sensor or can be made using kinematics and dynamics models for
interpreting actuator’s efforts.
More technical details of this original haptic robot are presented in the
next section where team organization as well as software and hardware general
pipeline are proposed.

2

Materials and methods

This section presents the architecture model enabling virtual reality devices to
communicate and react with user in real-time with no perceivable lag (see Section 3.1).
2.1

Global pipeline architecture

interdisciplinary project

Team #1
projet management
& Serious Games

HMD
SG
#1

HMD
SG
#2

SG
#3

SG
#4

Team#5&6
& medical supervision

Serious Games pla orm

Expert user tests

Low level user interface

Industrial output

Team #4 formal physics
Mecanics models

Team #2 biomedical engineering

Team #3
start-up

Fig. 2. SG4R: an interdisciplinary project involving seven teams from game technologies, software communication, electro-mechanics, robotic structure, mechanics models,
to health.

As illustrated by Figure 2, this model has required six R&D laboratories
regrouped into five teams (computer science, game technologies, HMI, robotics,
bio-electronics, and rehabilitation & medical supervision) to work together –as
illustrated in the Figure 2. Similarly, the Figure 3 shows how haptic robots are
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controlled by an human machine interface (HMI) and mechanical models. Information transfer in real-time from user’s legs, to robot sensors, to SG platform,
to the selected SG context (i.e. HMD illustrated Figure 4), and back to the user
with visual, sound and haptic feedbacks. Graphics rendering are displayed either
on a classical screen or on an HMD (both shown in the Figure 1).

Mecha. models

SG #1: PicsWalk

HMI

HMD

SG #2: GateCrossing
Haptic robots

Audio

SG platform
SG #3: BikeRehab

F.T. sensors

Screen

Button/voice

SG #4: BeTheBall
User

Fig. 3. Global process pipeline: from haptic robots (LHS) to an HMD or a classic
screen display.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. The second VR device for the experiment: (a) HMD, i.e. Occulus Rift development kit II (DK2) with the infrared camera for head tracking (bottom right) and (b)
official release that should occur before the end of 2015 including stereo headphone.

2.2

Haptic robot devices specifications

LHS: a double haptic robot The originality of Lambda Health System (LHS)
is to use a robot with parallel structure, not an exoskeleton. This parallel structure allows to separate the mobilization robot from orthoses, which keep the
legs in the sagittal plane when necessary. This layout facilitates the transfer of
the subject on the device. Moreover, there is no anthropometric adjustment. An
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easy use by disabled people becomes possible. This new approach reduces the
burden of physiotherapists in hospitals.
LHS is a hybrid robot [Cla94] with three degrees of freedom (DOF) consisting
of two linear actuators –see Figure 1 as well as Figure 5 (a) and (b)–placed in
parallel. They control the movement of the foot (point P) in the sagittal plane
of the subject (XY axes). These two actuators are used to make straight or
curved trajectories in the xy plane. A third actuator (3) placed in series control
the rotation of the ankle (around the z-axis). Two LHS robots are set on a
mechanical structure, one for each leg.

(b)

Fy
Fz

P
Z rotation

Actuator 2

Y translation

X translation

(c)

Actuator 1

Actuator 3

(a)

Tz
Ty
Fx

Tx

Fig. 5. The first VR device for the experiment: a double haptic robot called “LHS”
standing for Lambda health system. (a) side view of the draft similar to the shape of the
Greek letter λ where the three actuators develop three DOF; (b) picture of the current
prototype (v.2): double haptic system with two LHS; (c) six axes sensors placed under
each pedal: FT (i.e. Force and Torque) sensors in the pedal at the interaction between
the subject and the haptic device. Measurement are in six DOF, only Fx and Fy are
useful to the SG active control.

2.3

Robots implementation

User Interface The robot is controlled by an intuitive User Interface that has
been developed by the University Of Applied Sciences (HES-SO), HEIG-VD
branch. It allows the therapist to manage its subject database and to directly
launch some exercises on the robot. Various exercises are available in a Library
of preconfigured movements. The practitioner can easily modify and configure
those exercises to adapt them to the patient needs. The serious games described
in this paper are of course available in this library. Those exercises are then
downloaded in the real-time application described here under to be executed by
the robotic structure.
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Real-time Control software To guarantee the optimal performance of this
low-level application, it is necessary to use a real-time kernel. Scheduling is
performed with a 1 ms period in hard real-time. A Master EtherCAT is then
used to communicate with the different slaves that are drives or sensors. This
part of the software manages the position of the robot. The trajectories are
calculated in the application and a new position is given to the motor drives
each cycle. As explained here above, the communication is also performed with
a period of 1 ms. In the event of an error, it would be detected in 1 ms, and the
robot will be stopped in a few tens of milliseconds. This real-time system also
allows to ensure patient safety in all circumstances.
Force Sensor Each Lambda robot is equipped with a force sensor –see Figure 5(c)–to measure the intention of movement of the patient to be able to
interact with him. They are placed between the pedals used to maintain the
feet, and the mechanical structure and are the base of the haptic possibilities of
the LHS. Their resolution is approximately corresponding to less than 50 grams,
which represents a high precision. This high sensibility coupled with the great
dynamic of the parallel robotic structure and the high precision motion control
that is performed, leads to a really high-class haptic device.

Hospital Network

Win64
«HMI»
Win64
«Serious
games»

Win32
«RT»

Real Time
Kernel

Force Sensor
Right
Force Sensor
Left

EtherCAT
Master

Motor
Drives

Fig. 6. Haptic device: summary of the low-level architecture.

2.4

Formal mechanics model

Most modern robotic systems are fast and repeatable position controlled machines. However, because of their inability to interact safely, robustly and in a
versatile manner with humans, they mostly remain confined to controlled areas where they execute specific preprogrammed actions. Providing high performance motion simultaneously with the ability to physically interact significantly remains a challenge. Human-robot interaction theory that was first introduced in [Hog85] three decades ago describes a set of non-conventional control
paradigms allowing robots to operate out of controlled and constrained operating conditions of conventional industrial robot manipulators. In such cases,
robots must safely manage the intentional physical contact with human, even
while performing fast (high bandwidth), high-force, high fidelity and precision
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tasks. Such tasks are present in a multitude of human-machine cooperative interactions (e.g. sport training, physical therapy, rehabilitation, training assistance,
surgery assistance, haptics, orthoses and prostheses motorization, exoskeleton).

Avatar-Patient Kinematic
Transformation Function

First Order Numeric
Integration
Planning of patient's
hip/knee/ankle
angular accelerations

SG's
Avatar

Patient's Forward
Kinematic Model

Trajectory planning
for patient's feet
position/velocity

Trajectory
planning for robot's
joint actuators
to robot's joint
actuator's drives

Avatar's Forward
Dynamic Model
Solver for interaction
dynamics between avatar
and its virtual environment

Estimator for
patient's hip/knee/
ankle torques
Patient's Inverse
Dynamic Model

Virtual Artifact's
Dynamic Models
World

Robot's Inverse
Kinematic Model

Estimator for avatar's
limbs position/velocity
in the context of SG

Estimator for patient's
hip/knee/ankle angular
position/velocity

Patient-Avatar Kinematic
Transformation Function

Patient's Inverse
Kinematic Model

Patient

from podal
force sensors

from robot's
joint sensors

LHS
Rehabilitation
Robot

Estimator for
patient's feet
position/velocity
Robot's Forward
Kinematic Model

Fig. 7. Admittance control architecture scheme.

The design of the algorithms allowing controlling the human-robot interaction behavior (Figure 7) is mostly influenced by the hardware implementation
of the robot motorization subsystem. Most of the existing commercially available haptic devices –e.g. Novint’s Falcon–are small low-power safe robotic systems that are based on impedance control schemes (e.g. force-out-for-motion-in).
However, Lambda Health System uses powerful industrial motors and drives that
cannot be directly force controlled without compromising human safety. For this
reason, we choose to implement an admittance control scheme–e.g. motion-outfor-force-in) that relies on the information provided by a six axis force-torque
(FT) podal sensor measuring the human-robot interaction dynamic.
To be able to generate robot’s motion trajectories from podal force measurements (thus implement admittance control) we must first estimate patient’s
torques applied by each articulations (e.g. hip, knee, ankle). This can be done
using patient’s inverse dynamic model shown in the Figure 8, where:
– τh , τk , and τa represent patient’s torques applied by each articulation (h:
hip, k : knee, a: ankle);
– Th , Tk , Ta and their derivatives represent patient’s planned articulation angles, angular speed and acceleration;
– Mp , Bp , Cp , and Gp are inertial, coriolis, centrifugal, gravitational matrix
from patient’s (p) dynamic model;
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– JpT is the transpose Jacobian matrix from patient’s kinematic model;
– Fo is the podal force vector measured by a sensor placed between the robot
and patient’s foot.

Fig. 8. Patient inverse kinematic model –see Figure 7.

A SG gives the possibility to the patient to control an avatar by applying
forces with his feet to the robot’s pedals. Patient’s joint torque estimations are
used to drive a forward dynamic model of SG’s avatar. This model outputs the
avatar’s articulations acceleration vector presented in the Figure 9, where:
– T̈ h , T̈ k , and T̈ a represent avatar’s articulations angular accelerations;
– τh , τk , and τa represent avatar’s torques applied by each articulation;
– Th , Tk , Ta and their first derivatives represent avatar’s articulation angles
and angular velocity (estimated states);
– MA , BA , CA , and GA are inertial, coriolis, centrifugal, gravitational matrix
from avatar’s (‘A’) dynamic model;
– JiT Fie represents ith term of the interaction dynamics between avatar and
its virtual environment.

Fig. 9. Avatar’s articulations acceleration vector model.

This approach allows us to take into account a wide range of virtual mechanical interactions between the patient and the artificial world of the SG (e.g.
walls, guides, frictions, motion helpers or restrainers). A simple first order integration algorithm coupled with patient forward kinematic model and robot’s
inverse kinematic model is then used to derive robot’s path planning in actuators
space.
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2.5

Communication protocols

Communication between SGs and LHS is performed in three steps. In the first
phase, the ”RT” reads sensor values from the robot. This task was realized every
10 ms. The communication is made by using UDP network protocol used by the
haptic device. In the second step, the game platform retrieves all necessary information according to the SG context from the RT computer. The communication
is also made by using the UDP. This type of communication is relatively fast but
unstable (i.e. from 2 to 14 ms). It is the easiest way to transfer data between two
computers. In the last phase, the current SG reads the values available on the
SG platform. This communication is achieved by shared memory which is fast
and relatively stable (around 0.4 ms). To reduce the overall time and improve
the stability of communication between SGs and equipment the three phases
are realized asynchronously and two buffers were added. During the graphics
rendering of the game, the platform retrieves the values from the RT and then
the RT reads the sensors.
This communication is achieved by shared memory which is fast and relatively stable (around 0.4 ms). To reduce the overall time and improve the stability
of communication between SGs and equipment, a buffer was added between the
two protocols of communication. The SG continuously reads values from the device in the buffer via a thread. We found a procedure allowing the SG to receive
a reading time less than 2.3 ms (see Results section 3) so that no perceivable
lag would occur at user level. In the worst case the information have a delay of
14 ms which is not a problem for the display (i.e. 60 Hz) but can contribute to
noisy minor lags (i.e. system responsiveness). To overcome this issue we have set
up directly at the platform level an information gap-free system so that even if
no lag occurs an extrapolated information is transmitted (see Figure 10).
Details and results of this model are presented on the first part of the following section.

3

Results

This section presents first the real-time acquisition results, then the purpose and
some graphics from the four SGs, and finally results from a user-test based on
33 health specialists focusing on the rehabilitation using VR topic.
3.1

Guarantying real-time

This paragraph describes how information is captured and transferred so that
lag (i.e. time between user’s action on a robot sensor to the corresponding SG’s
graphics feedback) user’s level are almost imperceivable: inferior to 31 ms –i.e.
screen refreshment rate.
Data acquisition from force sensor This information acquisition is connected via an Ethernet network directly to the real-time application described
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here above and has a constructor guarantying frequency of 1 kHz (i.e. 1 ms). In
this case, it is not mandatory to reach such a high frequency because the patient interaction contains lowest frequencies. The sampling frequency that was
chosen in consultation with therapist is 100 Hz. A separated task is responsible
of updating the last measured values and prepare them for the haptic models in
the real-time application.

Event (1)
(a) From sensor force
capture to HMI
(b) HMI real time clock
synchronization
(c) From HMI
to Plateform
(d) From plateform
to a speciﬁc SG
(e) From graphics
rendering to screen(s)

Event (2)

Event (3)

10.0 ms
5.0 ms
1.0 ms

1.0 ms
8.0 ms

2.2 ms

2.3 ms

0.4 ms
Event (2)

15.0 ms

(t)

14.3 ms
Median delay: 21.9 ms

Max delay: 35.3 ms

Fig. 10. This figure illustrated the median and maximum delay for the data transfer
from user’s action on haptic sensors to its actual effects on screen: these statistics were
obtained with 100’000 samplings. The total delay can be subdivided into five sub-delays
(a to e) and three important events have to be identified: (1) user applies a force on a
sensor; (2) effects of event (1) is computed at HMIs level implying an haptic feedback
for user; (3) effects of event(1) occur at user’s visual (and audio) senses.

Global lag Communication between an event on sensor and SGs renderings
(graphics or audio) take a maximum of 35 ms and a median time of 21 ms (see
Figure 10). Considering that the five sub-delays (a) to (e) occurs in parallel we
can guarantee the SG real time loop to be stable at 30 Hz. These measurements
were carried out on a sample of 100 thousands “pings” using the SG called
“BikeRehab” with a bidirectional communication.
3.2

SGs presentation

How to make a choice of rehabilitation exercise and what type of video game
would be the most appropriate? This question revealed itself to be impossible
to solve at the early stage of our study. Indeed, on the one hand the engineering
research teams are not trained to master rehabilitation issues and on the other
hand, medical staff could not know what capabilities to expect from SGs.
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To solve this issue we decided that instead of looking to solve a single pathology with a specialized SG (that could only satisfied a minority) we would make
the four SGs covering the maximum number of (1) rehabilitation exercises for
legs and (2), categories of games (e.g. 1st or 3rd person, 2D or 3D, target for
teenagers or elder persons).
The SGs presented in this work have been designed and developed by the HEArc (HES-SO) using the game engine called Unity (http://docs.unity3d.com/
Manual/index.html). Using this game engine enables to manage not only sound
effects and graphics renderings but a convenient physical engine and input /
output for a very large variety of devices in an almost plug-and-play environment.
For the ones not familiar with these kind of product, an average of 50 C-sharp
classes of 30 lines were implemented for each SGs, which is tiny compared to the
prototype we implemented using MOgre (a C-sharp version of the Ogre engine).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. GateCrossing, the first SG of the platform, 3D first person game in space
focusing on precision: (a) beginning of the training; (b) arriving at the space station.

SG#1: GateCrossing Figure 11 summarizes the first SG entitled “GateCrossing”. Specifications of the game are the following:
– Scenario: user is a young space pilot learning how to use a spaceship by
going through gates from the training station to the Mir space station;
– Rehabilitation task: asynchronous control of the legs (y-axis: based on the
feet distance difference) and ankles (x-axis: difference of angles) to make the
spaceship turn. To avoid the exercise to be too complex, both rotations are
not played simultaneously;
– Technologies: proportional resistance of simulation to the angle of rotation;
– Originality aspects: precision results in boosts that require more attention;
– Target: all ages, all genders.
SG#2: BikeRehab Figure 12 summarizes the second SG entitled “BikeRehab”. Specifications of the game are the following:
– Scenario: the player is delivering pizza as soon as he can avoid obstacles
that decrease his appearance (e.g. mud splashes on the clothes if driving on
puddles) and jeopardize his potential tip;
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 12. BikeRehab, the second SG of the platform, 2D Mario-like game focusing on
endurance: (a) and (b) different types of slopes and environments (i.e. soft valley or
arid volcano); (c) tuning window; (d) scenario selection window.

– Rehabilitation task: cycling;
– Technologies: different positive or negative slopes;
– Originality aspects: Mario-like game with cartoon-like rendering where
player can customize his avatar;
– Target: mainly kids or young adults, both genders with some options oriented toward female.
SG#3: BeTheBall Figure 13 summarizes the third SG entitled “BeTheBall”.
Specifications of the game are the following:
– Scenario: Perform at a faster path motivated by his own high-score presented in the form of a ghost;
– Rehabilitation task: press leg ;
– Technologies: haptic simulating the inertia of an heavy stone ball;
– Originality aspects: maximizing accuracy and velocity;
– Target: male teenagers and young adults.
SG#4: PicsWalk Figure 14 summarizes the fourth and last SG of the current
platform entitled “PicsWalk”. Specifications of the game are the following:
– Scenario: take the best pictures that answer a specific theme such as “only
wild animals” which doing a walk in a park;
– Rehabilitation task: simulating the walking movement approximated with
a flat ellipse;
– Technologies: feeling the ground with haptic (work in progress);
– Originality aspects: many animals and plants are hidden in different landscapes;
– Target: adults or seniors.
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Fig. 13. BeTheBall, the third SG of the platform, 3D third person racing game focusing
on cardio: (a) and (c) different types of races and environments (i.e. tropic and desert):
(b) and (d) presentation of the ghost simulating the best race of the player.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 14. PicsWalk, the fourth SG of the platform, 3D first person game bringing user
attention to the surrounding world: (a) and (b) different types of walks (i.e. in a forest,
around a lake); (c) example of animal to take in picture; (d) final visualization of
pictures with corresponding scoring.

3.3

User tests

As shown by the Figure 15 the system was tested by 33 health specialists,
two third were rehabilitation experts, i.e. physiotherapist, occupational therapist, physical medicine and rehabilitation doctors, the other were mainly neuropsychologists and neuroscience researchers. The original goal was to identify
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gaming properties and attributes that health specialists recognized to be potentially useful, useless, or inadequate for rehabilitation.
It is not possible to extract absolute conclusions since compared SGs were
having different contexts –e.g. scenario, user interface, interactive devices. Nevertheless, obtaining opinions, appreciations, and comments from health professionals provide improving future professional SG designs. From this hypothesis,
interesting factors directly related to VR were simultaneously demonstrated from
this experiment: a clear positive effect for the use for Haptic and HMD with serious games for rehabilitation.

(nb of specialists)
16

12

15

18

12

21

8

4

Rehabilitation experts
Other medical experts

Female
Male

0

< 25

25~34

35~44

45~55

(age)

Fig. 15. Users’ profiles.

As shown in the Figure 16, SG gameplay receives positive answers in both
cases : using haptic linked to HMD or not. Two screen based games (i.e. “BikeRehab” and “BeTheBall”) even had a median both at “strongly agree” level.

Current gameplay encourages replaying
Current exercise has a high potential for rehabilitation
Stronly agree

Agree

±10%

±11%

86.1%

83.6%

average
std. dev.
median

±7%
86.7%

±9%

±11%

78.2% ±13%

±12%

69.7%

68.5%

67.3%

±11%
77.0%

Moderate agree

Moderate disagree

Disagree

Strongly disagree
BikeRehab

BeTheBall

PicsWalk

GateCrossing

Fig. 16. Gameplay and exercise potentials of each the serious games: (in blue) for
replaying, i.e. more rehabilitation; (in red) as a tool for rehabilitation.
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Before comparing potential effects of haptic and HMD devices, the effectiveness of the SGs have to be check: gameplay as well as rehabilitation exercises
must be certified. The Figure 16 shows in blue the strong positive appreciation
of the SGs gameplay. In red, current rehabilitation exercises were also considered
positively but moderately. This can be explained by the large range of type of
health specialists. Nevertheless, none of the 33 strongly disliked any of the four
SGs exercises.

Stronly agree

Exercise using current hapic setting is adequat for rehabilitation
Movements induced by the game scenario
are closed to a rehabilitation exercise

±14%
Agree

±10
80.6%

71.5%

±11%
74.5%

average
std. dev.
median

±13%
69.7%

Moderate agree

Moderate disagree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

BikeRehab
Active
haptic SG

BeTheBall
Passive
haptic SG

BeTheBall
High stress
gameplay

GateCrossing
Low stress
gameplay

Fig. 17. Comparing SGs using interactive vs. passive haptic.

Haptic device effects The left part of Figure 17 studies the effect of active or
passive haptic game modes. Basically, if the SG context often directly interferes
with users such as the slope to climb suddenly increases or user’s avatar hits a
virtual object, we name this mode to be active; passive is where the SG does
not often gives user these haptic feedbacks. This notion of active/passive is not
to be mixed with the training mode called “passive-motion”. Both game modes
seem to receive a moderate positive judgment for correctness of the rehabilitation
exercise.
The right part of Figure 17 shows the effect of game ambiance, loud music
and visual effect for “BeTheBall” vs. relaxing futuristic musics and smoothly
space motion for “GateCrossing”. Similarly to the two previous games, users
have moderately positively appreciated the consistency of the game scenario.
Results from the Figure 18 compare if there is a difference between exercises
with different haptic robots use: in blue, both legs had dependent movements
(i.e. “linked haptic robots”); in red, each leg could interact freely with the corresponding haptic robot (i.e. independent haptic robots). Even if the difference
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Stronly agree

Agree

Linked
haptic robots
±13%
68.4%

average
std. dev.
median

Independent
haptic robots
±11%
71.2%

±12%

±7%

78.2%

78.7%

Moderate agree

Moderate disagree

Disagree

Strongly disagree
PicsWalk

BikeRehab

BeTheBall

GateCrossing

Fig. 18. Comparing SGs using constrain vs. free movement using haptic.

is relatively small, the second category was observed to be more appreciated by
specialists.

Stronly agree

SGs displayed
on a simple screen
±11%

Agree

±8%
83.6%

SGs requiring
HMD
±9%
80.0%

average
std. dev.
median

±8%
88.5%

77.0%

Moderate agree

Moderate disagree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

BikeRehab

BeTheBall

PicsWalk

GateCrossing

Fig. 19. Comparing appreciation on graphical environment using classic displays or
HMD.

HMD device effects Appreciations of displaying the graphical environment
on a classical display or an HMD are illustrated by the Figure 19. We were
surprised to realized that not only HMD was well supported during 10 to 20
minutes but it demonstrates to bring strong enthusiasm from heath specialists.
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Global results Based on more than 200 comments and suggestions from health
specialists this model has shown a very strong enthusiasm: physiotherapists, occupational therapists, neuro-psychologists, and rehabilitation doctors are willing
to start contributing to a professional prototype; specialists not directly concerned by lower locomotor system suggested new tracks for using VR devices
with SGs in their own professional contexts.

4

Discussion

This paper has presented a process pipeline using Serious Games for the rehabilitation of legs with a various set of physical exercises (e.g. rhythmic, periodic or
free motions). The games were designed using haptic and HMD tools for immersion and constant immediate feedback on the players performance and virtual
environment (2D, 3D first and third person views).
This interdisciplinary model has been designed involving four research teams
and two medical partner groups. Based on an anonymous survey within 33 specialists, virtual reality devices (i.e. HMD and haptic robots) applied to serious
games (SGs), have demonstrated not only to be convincing tools for health but
has shown to have very strong potential in the field. Probably the most significant
conclusion of this work is that it demonstrates that even if the graphics, sounds,
and scenarios of the SGs were relatively poor compared to nowadays standard
video games, health professional are strongly welcoming VR tools based on SGs.
As introduced in the user test Section 3.3, the original objective was to
identify within the tested SGs and the VR hardware the properties and patterns
that medical experts believe to have a high potential for medical rehabilitation
purposes. Guided by these results research and development teams are currently
redesigning SGs coupled with adequate VR devices. We believe that related
research in the domain should study the use of other VR hardware cannot be
restricted to haptic and HMD. Hospitals and health professionals are seeking to
speed up functional recovery and to increase patient’s functional outcomes and
even with limited resources. They are eager to adopt technical means able to
enhance motor relearning. The use of rehabilitation haptic robots, SGs or the
combination of the two are interesting treatment options in this respect.
We are convinced that beyond the use of advanced VR devices, user interfaces
should offer a more human like relationship to patients. In this domain, we are
looking for the developing of a SG stimulating mirror-neuron where virtual agent
including realistic facial expression (i.e. consistent emotion models [GAS+ 11]
based on classified patient to machine conversation) would play a fundamental
role for empathic relationship, a crucial issue for the increase of the number of
elderly persons, which will undergo motor rehabilitation.
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